Open Letter to the Italian institutions

on the issue of Business and Human Rights

The undersigned are lecturers, researchers and practitioners who, for many years, have dedicated their research, teaching and professional interests to the theme of "business and human rights" in various Italian and foreign universities, research bodies and organizations. With this Open Letter, we wish to express our appreciation as to the inclusion by the Italian Government in its work programme of the objective of achieving a "Green New Deal" (Para 7) aimed at rethinking the relationship between economic development, the environment and the human beings. However, we also deem it appropriate to provide the Italian institutions with some reflections on urgent issues that are increasingly at the heart of the public debate.

First of all, it is important to underline that the objective, stated in the Government's programme, to achieve “a radical change in the cultural paradigm” does not solely depend on the 'green change' and cannot be limited exclusively to the environmental sector. It also requires taking into account the impacts of business activities on the rights of individuals and communities. The stated objective of the Italian Government to promote “a more effective protection of human rights” with special attention to the most vulnerable categories (Para 6), also underlined by the use of the expression “new humanism”, is certainly in line with this need. In this regard, it is important to underline that the ‘Business and Human Rights’ concern has been listed by Finland, in assuming the Presidency of the European Union, as one of the priority issues to be addressed by the Member States.

Secondly, with specific reference to the role that companies play in relation to the protection of the environment and of human rights, we believe that the inclusion in the Government's programme of the objective to adopt “measures to encourage socially responsible practices on the part of companies” (Para 7) is to be welcomed. It should be noted, however, that it is of primary importance that the government 'fills with substance' a formula (that of “corporate social responsibility” - CSR) that risks otherwise remaining vague and incomplete, and consequently, as testified by past experiences, of negligible impact. Already in 2002 the Italian Government included CSR in its action (with the launch of the “CSR-SC” project) and in 2003 it included it among the priorities of the Italian Presidency of the European Union with the aim of promoting “the spread of the CSR culture”. Unfortunately, 15 years later, the direct or indirect involvement of Italian companies or industrial groups in the commission of human rights violations (e.g. the collapse of the Morandi Bridge, the serious impact on the environment and on health caused by the steel plant ex-Ilva in Taranto, the involvement of Italian companies in
lawsuits related to alleged pollution in the Niger Delta, the purchase of clothes by Italian fashion brands from Bangladeshi suppliers responsible for serious workers’ rights violations, etc.) suggests that the action, based exclusively on self-regulation by the private sector, was deficient in terms of effectiveness and impact. Unlike other European countries, in fact, CSR in our country is still far from being systematically practiced. We therefore believe that the Government’s action in this area should be characterized by discontinuity with the past.

Thirdly, it should be noted that a framework already exists within which it is possible, and indeed necessary, to take action. Such framework derives from the international soft-law and hard-law instruments on human rights that our country is committed to observe. Among these instruments, of particular relevance are the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (adopted in 2011 by the United Nations), based on which the Italian Government adopted in 2016 the National Action Plan on Business and Human Rights (NAP), subject to a process of updating and revision in 2018. With the NAP, Italy has started a complicated process of implementation of the standards set out in the three Pillars of the Guiding Principles, placing itself on the same route of major EU countries and of many other countries in the international community.

It is necessary to underline that the UN Guiding Principles, while being a soft law instrument, are normative in nature and are rooted in the international system of human rights, whose standards are binding upon the Italian State. From this point of view, the Guiding Principles clearly differ from the concept of CSR, which is a process decided and managed at company level. Precisely because of the normative nature of the Guiding Principles, it is nowadays necessary for the guidelines included in the Italian NAP to be transformed into concrete policies and rules, aimed at creating a coherent and harmonised internal regulatory framework on business and human rights.

It is also necessary, in order to keep up with the practice inaugurated by other EU countries, to pursue the objective, set out in the NAP, to implement the second Pillar of the Guiding Principles (the responsibility of companies to respect human rights), which requires, among other actions, the development of national legislation on corporate human rights due diligence. In this regard, a reflection is needed on whether to draft legislation with a general scope, or, on the contrary, circumscribed to certain companies or to specific issues (e.g. the fight against modern slavery, child labour, etc.).
Finally, in line with the third pillar of the Guiding Principles, it is necessary to regulate those factors which, in our internal judicial system, hinder access to justice and remedies for victims of human rights violations occurring in the context of the activities of Italian companies in Italy and abroad. Failure to bridge those gaps can result in sanctions by the international bodies monitoring the international treaties to which Italy is a party (among others, the judicial saga involving the ILVA of Taranto before the European Court of Human Rights in the Cordella v. Italy case is emblematic).

France pioneered the adoption of a law on the ‘duty of vigilance’ of companies aimed at implementing in the French legal system the second and third pillars of the Guiding Principles. Other European countries, such as Germany and Switzerland, are studying the adoption of legislation on human rights due diligence. The Netherlands has adopted a law on company due diligence in the area of child labour; in the UK, in addition to the existing Modern Slavery Act, a civil society-led study process is underway on the possible adoption of a more ambitious law.

The time is ripe for Italy to start a policy process towards the adoption of effective legislation on human rights due diligence, in line with its international obligations and with the positive example of other European countries. Alongside this priority action, Italy is required to consider a much wider range of measures, an Italian ‘roadmap’ on business and human rights, that entails being confronted with complex challenges. Such study could greatly benefit from the inputs of civil society and, in particular, of actors that have a long-standing experience in the analysis of policy, social and legal challenges pertaining to the link between business activities and human rights.

For all these reasons, as experts in the field of business and human rights, we offer our expertise to our country in order to support an effective implementation of this process, which we hope the Italian institutions will promote and lead without delay.

Rome, November 11th, 2019
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Proponents and Scientific Co-Directors of the “Business and Human Rights” Summer School*
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